For Immediate Release

Enhance your gaming experience with Quantum Hi Tech’s QHM 7487 - 2V USB
Game Pad
-

Advanced console style controller with 8 way direction buttons

6th August, 2015: QHMPL, India’s leading frontrunner in consumer electronics &
high-quality IT peripherals, under the brand ‘Quantum Hi-Tech’ with its unfailing
commitment to highest standards of quality at most affordable prices,
announces the launch of QHM 7487 – 2V USB Game Pad ergonomically designed for
comfortable control and advanced dual shock Vibrate functions matched with
powerful Double Vibration feedback for non- stop Gaming. So now enjoy the reel
action with every hit, crash and explosion in every game that you play!
Priced at Rs. 475/-QHM 7487 – 2V USB is crafted for a console like control
experience with traditional design, the Gamepad fits like a glove.
Embodied with 8 ways direction buttons which fits perfectly in your fingers and
backed with LED indicator of Turbo and auto mode buttons the Gamepad acts apt
for action or shooting games. For better control in action games the device is also
built in with 2–3D joystick buttons, so mimicking your favourite action hero while
playing your favourite game becomes easier.
For added gaming benefits, it also encompasses fire buttons + slow buttons and is
packed with individual controls which gives you ease while selecting any other
options instead of clicking on the same button for different options.
Available in Red, Blue, Yellow & White colour, the QHM 7487 is ergonomically
designed with smooth curves and conjured rubber grips, making it more
comfortable and easy on hands for longer playing sessions.
The gaming pad is compatible with 2000/Windows® XP, Windows Vista® or
Windows® 7 or Windows® 8 and is tagged with 1 year warranty which is available
across leading ecommerce portals and retail stores.

About Quantum:
Established in the year 2002, Headquartered at New Delhi, Quantum Hi-Tech today is the
frontrunner in consumer electronics, security solutions & high-quality IT peripherals,
under the brand ‘Quantum Hi-Tech QHMPL’ with its unfailing commitment to highest
standards of quality at most affordable prices.
The company has state of the art centre for Research and Development in India focused on
quality innovation with latest global standards. In short span of time Quantum has proven
to be one of the most sought after brands in terms of ‘quality’ as well as ‘affordability’.
A pioneer in Technology, Quantum has a pan India presence through its wide network
comprising of 200 distributors, 20,000-plus resellers and 25 service touch points which
coexist as the strongest pillars that strengthen Quantum Hi-Tech’s foothold as a player.
To Know More: www.qhmpl.com I www.facebook.com/quantumhitech I
twitter.com/quantumhitech
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